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Cookie clicker 2 tips

Let's give Finish 80 clicks. Cookies! Cookies per secondcooky per clicknet cookie gainstarting value 50 billion 2 billion56 billion56 And so gets much more expensive. So, consider whether the upgrade will be pure In the diamond slot) already outvalues all night you were afk with complete
wrinkles. If you have a normal frenzy and/or a normal frenzy, you can use it. I would like to add a third point, for starters: 3. Building upgrades lack explanation when you already see upgrades: The upgrade description doesn't tell you when that upgrade became available and visible. The
upgrade appears in the respective building in the quantity of 1, 5, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300. They promote CPS of that building type*2 every time for each building type. So, instead of getting your 134th glasses, it might be better to push your antimatters from 145 to 150, to unlock
– and therefore make visible – level 150 antimatter upgrades and double the total antimatter income with it. Turtle Energy on July 31, 2017: If you play the game late you must have a lot of farmland and mines, even if they do nothing for two reasons: 1. Achievements2. Most important:
Godzamok, a sense of ruin, if you get to use it on a Chinese knot temple and put Godzamok on diamonds! Every building you sell is 3% CPS increased for a limited time, If you have idk 150 or 300 of fields and mines you can easily get 1500% bonus and it multiplies with other effects like
mania, mania, big mania and clicking dragonflight and even the combination of mania with one of these is even more powerful so get yourself it and you're going to dickillion in no time.
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